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SUMMARY

We discuss the properties of Free Electron Lasers (FEL) operating with variably
polarizing undulators. We study the characteristics of the electron motion in this type
of undulators and analyze the spectral properties of the emitted radiation. We also
derive general expressions for the small signal gain coefficient and for the saturation
intensity. Finally we explore the characteristics of FEL operation in the hypothesis of
Optical-Klystron configuration with particular reference to devices exploiting
undulators with opposite polarizations. Regarding this last point, we show that
interference may produce undesidered effects which may reduce rather increase the
small signal gain.

UNDULATOR, FREE ELECTRON LASER, OPTICAL-KLYSTRON
SATURATION INTENSITY, POLARIZATION

RIASSUNTO

Si discutono le proprieta di un laser ad elettroni liberi (FEL) operante con un
ondulatore a polarizzazione variabile. Si studiano le proprieta del moto degli elettroni
in questo tipo di ondulatore e si analizzano le caratteristiche spettrali della radiazi
one emessa. Si derivano espressioni generali per il coefficiente di guadagno di
piccolo segnale e per l'intensita di saturazione. Si analizzano, infine, le
caratteristiche dell'operazione FEL nell'ipotesi di configurazione di Klystron-ottico
con particolare riferimento a sistemi che utilizzano ondulatori con polarizzazioni
opposte. Per quanto concerne questo ultimo punto si dimostra come 1'interferenza
produca effetti indesiderati che possono ridurre piuttosto che aumentare il guadagno
di piccolo segnale.
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FREE ELECTRON LASERS OPERATING WITH
VARIABLY POLARIZATION UNDULATORS

1. INTRODUCTION

Different schemes of undulator with variably polarization undulators have been proposed in
literature [1], in this paper we consider the configuration proposed in Ref. [2] and sketched in
Fig. 1. It consists of two identical linearly polarized undulators with mutually orthogonal
fields, as indicated in Fig. 2. The undulator denoted by "b" may be shifted by a distance d
with respect the kept fixed undulator "a". The on axis field generated by the single undulator

exhibits a sinusoidal behavior on axis with maximum value BQ. Denoting by 28 the phase

variation of the "b" field induced by the shift d(6" = -—with A.u denoting the undulator period)

we find for the total on axis field in the xyz frame (see Fig. 2)

Bx (z) = -Bosin(8) cos(kuz + 5)

By(z) = B0cos(S)sin(kuz + 5) (1)

Which reduce to the linearly and helically polarized cases for 8=0 and 8 = — respectively.
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Fig. 1 - Crossed undulator with variable polarization Fig. 2 - Undulator transverse section

P Charge position at time t'
O Observation point

Fig. 3 - Observation frame. r(t')=electron trajectory, P=electron position at time t', O—observation position

The spectral features of the radiation emitted by electrons propagating in this undulator (see
Fig. 3) can be inferred by evaluating the Lienard-Wiechert integral, namely [3]

d 2 l e2co2
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ico t n-r
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0

(2)

where B is the electron reduced velocity and r is the trajectory, n is the observation unit

vector



n = (sin(9)cos(<|)),sin(e)sin(<|)),cos(8)). (3)

The integration is extended to a region where the undulator effectively experiences an
NA,

acceleration and T = - , with N being the total number of period, is the undulator transit
c

time. The velocity and trajectory can be evaluated by using the Lorentz force equation, thus
finding

px = cos(8)cos(cout + 8)
T

Pv = — sin(8)sin(cout + S), K= e B ° \ (4)
y Y 2nmoc

l

K2 ( K2\
pz = p * - ^ y cos(28)cos(2cout + 28), p* = p T\

4y ^ 4yzJ

and

Kc
x = cos(8)sin(coLt + 8)

y = sin(8)cos(co,1t + 8) (5)

2

z = P * ct T^-cos(28)sin(2cout + 28)

The above relations have been evaluated under the usual assumptions [4], i.e. by neglecting

contributions 0(l/yn,n>2).

The exponential in the radiation integral can now be rewritten as

——) ^ i ( o H t i[^ s in(C O u t +5)+ 1 1 c o s((0 i i t +g)] iesin(2cout+25)

where
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The physical meaning of eq. (6) is fairly transparent. The second exponential on the r.h.s.
contains the contributions coming from the dipolar oscillations, the last term is due to the non
dipolar part due to the modulation of the longitudinal motion.

The use of generalized Bessel functions [5] can be helpful to expand the exponential and

make an analytical integration, namely

e
to(-f'seieH, £-*.„, , e

n=—oo

where An(ri,^,0) can be written in terms of two-variable one parameter Bessel functions

Jn(x,t;x) [5]

An(n, t e) = n ( V ? ^ , ; p ( C ) )

C = tan~!(2tan((t))tan(6)).

The radiation integral can be evaluated by keeping the relevant contributions along the
polarization directions, thus writing

where
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and

F =
el5K

2y
fcos(8) cos(<)>) + i sin(8)sin(d))l

G =
el5K

2y
rcos(6)sin(<t)) - i sin(8) cos(<t>)l .

(12)

As in the ordinary case for large enough N, the spectrum consists of a series of harmonics
9

2y co
with frequencies centered atcon = n j — ~ > m particular on axis we get

^ 2 2

e2T2

jcosine (coH-ncou)
n=l

(13)

where \Pi\\ and are proportional to the intensity emitted along the horizontal and vertical

components of the polarization vector,

= (COS(S))2

= (sin(8))2[Jn+1(0n) + J n _ 1 (0 n ) f ,0 n =n

(14)

K2 cos(25)

In Figs (4,5) we have reported the behavior of the quantities (14) for the first three odd

harmonics (1,3,5) harmonics vs the strength parameter K at fixed 5 (0,|-,^)_and vs 8 at fixed

K. It is evident that for, 8 = 0 , | w e recover the usual results of emission in linearly and
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Fig. 4 - Horizontal and vertical contributions of the on-axis spectral intensity for the first three harmonics
(1,3,5) vs K. a) 8=0 (note that in this case the vertical contributions vanishes), b) 8=7t/6 (1 and 2 refer to

horizontal and vertical respectivelu. c) 5=7i/4

helically polarized undulators, in the first case we have only horizontal polarization, in the

second we have equal horizontal and vertical contribution. For 8 = ^ the polarization is

elliptical, radiation is emitted in both directions with different intensities.
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Fig. 5 - Horizontal and vertical contributions of the on axis spectral intensity for the first three harmonics
(1,3,5) vs S

2. INHOMOGENEOUS BROADENING EFFECTS

The field components given in Eq. (1) are strictly correct on axis, by exploiting the usual
procedure [6], we get, at lowest order in the transverse coordinate

Bx(x,y,z) = - B 0

sin(8)cos(ku

K

— - x y ( l - <j)cos(S)sin(kuz + 8)

By(x,y,z)sB0-

cos(8)sin(kuz + 8) -

— - xy(l - a)sin(S)cos(kuz + 8)

(15)

Bz (x, y, z) = -Boku [xsin(8)sin(kuz + 8) + y cos(S) cos(kuz + 8)], a =

The effect of transverse coordinates on the electron dynamics manifests itself through the
slow betatron motion which is specified by the equations [7]
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x ' b = - ( K x - r 2 ) x b + 2 r y b

y b = - ( K y - r 2 ) y b - 2 r x b

where the primes denote derivatives with respect to flctsz and

(16)

Kx -

K y = k ^

- GCOS(28) + -|(sin(28))2

•Gcos(28) + ^-(sin(25))'
kn

(17)

The above equations suggest that the undulator is focusing in both transverse directions
(|GCOS(5)<1|) and couples the radial and vertical motions. The effect of coupling can however
be considered negligible.

Equations (16) can be derived from the Hamiltonian

(18)

where PT>,T| are canonical phase-space coordinates.

The betatron motion provides a shift of the emission frequency linked to (18) by the relation

(19)

with m denoting the order of the harmonic.

By assuming that the e-beam is characterized by the Courant-Snyder distribution
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J^+2 'W^ | (20)

with (fL.a^Yj-,) being the beam Twiss parameters and Tie- the beam emittance and by

convolving the spontaneous emission line over this distribution we end up with the broadened
line

with

i r Cl - t W V m t d t if ,U } . \ (21)

Qm (t) = (2mDexn) + (l + i7tm|Lixt)
2

(22)

and

K= 2NVl-gcos(28) 2
 n ' x ; (23)

K

The above results hold in the hypothesis that the beam Twiss parameters are chosen in such a
way that

0^=0

( 2 4 )
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and that the emittances are not too large (see refs. [7,8]).

We must underline that the contributions due to the D- parameter come from the coupling
between the transverse motions, the situation is reminiscent of what happens in the case of
helical undulators (see Ref. [8]), however in all practical cases this effect can be neglected.

3. SMALL SIGNAL GAIN AND SATURATION INTENSITY

The equation ruling the FEL evolution for a device exploiting an undulator with variable
polarization can be derived by using the Colson's method [9], which yields

(25)

cos(£(x) + <j>(x)), x = —
dx'

where a(x) is the dimensionless complex field amplitude and ^(x) the electron-field relative

phase, the small signal gain coefficient go(8) writes

1 6 K . 2J[A/m ] 0 j
M ] L [ ] N L f ( 6 ) (26)

with

. + J?(01)-2cos(28)Jo(01)J1(01), 0 i = - - w ^ T " y (27)

In fig. 6 we have reported vs 8 the quantity

?=gp(S)
go(f)

it is evident that the small signal gain coefficient (26) is always less than that corresponding
to a helical undulator with equal number of periods and equal K, and the minimum lies in
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Fig. 6 - Small signal gain coefficient vs 8 (see Eq. (28)) Fig. 7 -Saturation intensity vs S (see Eq. (29))

correspondence of the linear configuration. An other quantity of paramount importance is the
[MWI

saturation intensity [10], which in the present case and in practical units ~- reads
LcirT J

Is(5) = 6.9x10'
N

1
(29)

In Fig. (7) we have reported the analogous of (28) for the saturation intensity vs 8 and note

that it exhibits a maximum in correspondence of the linear configuration.

4. OPTICAL-KLYSTRON CONFIGURATIONS AND VARIABLY POLARIZATION
UNDULATORS

In the following we will show that the arranging of variably polarization undulators in an
Optical-Kly strom (OK) configuration offers a wealth of possibilities which are worth to be
explored.

We evaluate first the spontaneous emission spectrum for a device consisting of two
undulators, with identical periods Nu and separated by a drift section of length LD=NDX.U,

where ND is the number of equivalent periods, furthermore by setting —— = A and
Nu

calculating the Lienard-Wiechert integral in the region where the electrons experiences an
effective acceleration, namely
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COU

t[....] (30)
cou

we find

a) configuration with equal polarizations (8j =82=8)

d2l ^ d2 l r

dcodQ ~ dcodQ
n=l

b) configuration with opposite polarization (8j=-82=8)

d2l ^ d2L

dcodQ ,
n=l

where

Fn(Gn,8)sinc2(^LJ,

(31)

(32)

dcodQ c

(0n ,S) = | 4 € > n c I Jn+i +Jn-i -2cos(28)Jn+1Jn_1 (33)

cos(28)f Jiti + 2 1 ^ , 1 - 2 ^ ^
Mn(8)= ^ 2 2 ^ 2 2

ji±1+J2
t l-2cos(28)J I1±1J I t l

.22 2 2

The argument of Bessel functions 0 n has been omitted for the sake of conciseness.

It is evident that in both a) and b) cases the spectrum consists of two parts

1. the natural contribution due to the emission of the individual undulators,

2. the interferential part.
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Fig. 8 - Mj(d) vs 5 Fig. 9 - First harmonic intensity spectrum vs vfor an

Optical-Klystron (OK) configuration with A=9

In the second case the interference contribution depends on the amplitude factor Mn(5) and on

the phase 2n5. The behavior of Mn(S) vs 8 is reported in Fig. 8 where it exhibits negative

values too.

In the case b) the laser field is linearly polarized with the electric field polarization vector
forming an angle

= arc tan< (34)

The OK undulator spectrum relevant to the case a) is plotted in Fig. 9 and its structure does
not exhibit any interesting feature with respect to the conventional configuration. In Figs. 10
we have reported the OK spectrum for the b) case, where the presence of the factors Mn(8)

and 2n8 tends to reduce the effect of the dispersive section, for 8=7u/4 the spectrum is
independent of the dispersive section and the maximum intensity spectrum is halved with
respect to the single undulator spectrum with total number of periods N-p=2Nu. The physical

origin of this effect is simply due to the fact that for 8=TC/4 the field emitted by the electrons

have opposite non interfering circular polarizations.

The OK small signal gain reflects the previously quoted phenomenology, it can be indeed
inferred from Madey's theorem, thus getting for the first harmonic
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Fig. 10 - Same as for an OK configuration having undulators with opposite polarizations a) 8j=-82~7t/6, b)

8j=82= 7^/4

20 F
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Fig. 11 - Gain vs vfor an OK configuration employing two undulators each one with N periods and equal
polarizations (A=9)

G(v,8, A) = -27igo(8)^|sinc2 f £)[l + M1(5)cos((l + A)v + 28)] j (35)

Examples of gain at different parameters are shown in Figs 11,12 and it is clear that in the
case of undulators with opposite polarizations the gain decreases for increasing 8 and for
8=;c/4 it takes values lower than a conventional FEL operating with NT=2N periods.

We must therefore emphasize that in the case of OK FEL configuration with undulators
having opposite polarizations negative interference contributions, which become dominant in
the case of helical polarizations, leads to the suppression of gain enhancement characterizing
the conventional OK FEL configurations.
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